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BEFORE TUE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNrA 

Order Instituling Ruremaking on the Commission's 
O\vn Motion to Consider the Line Extension Rules of 
Elcctric and Gas Utilities. 

OPINION 

Summary 

Rulemaking 92-03-050 
(Filed March 31J 1992) 

The Commission modifies the existing line and service extension rules and 

practices (or gas and electric utilities in severa) ways that will reduce the amounts by 

which ratepayers already (onncctoo to the utility systenls subsidize the costs caused by 

n(:w ratepayers requiring new line and service extensions. Tht:'se n\odWcations will 

also result in more uniforn\ and consistent practices among the utiliti(>S. 

First, we address the treatment of the costs of transformers, nleters, regulators 

and services that arc provided by the utility at no additional cost to the applicant. I The 

Commission concludes that applicants should receive such frcc allowances only to the 

extent that the revenuc expectcd to be received from the load to be served matches the 

utility's investment (Ure\'enue justifying"). Sc<:ond, we adopt "distribution basing" 

these costs to refled the unbundling of utility rates mandated by Assembly Bill 
(AB) 1890.2 Third, we adopt a streamlining mechanism to keep the a110wances current 

with changes adopted by the Commission in the new wotlds of gas anci elcctric 

regulation. 

I This issue W,lS designated as Issue No.8 in this proceeding. 

I AB 1890 directs the Commission to review utility cosl rcco\'cry plans which must "provide (or 
identifi~"1ion and separation of individual fate components such as charges for ~nergYI 
transmission, distribution, .. .. " (I)ubli~ UtiJities (PU) Code § 36S(b).) 
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This order dOl"S not eliminate line extension allowances. Applicants, whethef, 

(or example, developers, residential, or agriculture, will continue to get allowances (Of 

extensions. Those parties will be getting correct economic price Signals before they 

make investment decisions, and r,1lepayers will not be overpaying in those allowances 

for revenues that will never materialize. 

Procedural Summary 
On March 31, 1992, the Commission began this proceeding with an eye to 

uncovering "opportunities to consolidate, simplify and standardize the extension rules, 

reduce the administrative costs of the rules, and more appropriately assign extension 

costs." (Order Instituting Rulemaking (R.) 92-03-050, p. 1.) 

Extensions are of two Iypes -- main and distribution lines, which take the utility 

down the street (Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) Rule 15), and services, 

which go from the street to the meter (PG&E's Rule 16). On December 7,1994, in 

Phase 1 of this protceding:"the Commission issued a milestone decision, Decision 

(D.) 94-12-026, which approved changes to the utilities' main and distribution rules. 

One vila I change was to revenue-justify the allowances provided by utilities to 

applicants in Rule 15, the main or distribution rules. Allowances arc the invcstment 

which utilities make in extensions through payments or credits to developers. 

That 1994 decision also left other key issues open to resolution in later phases o( 

this rulemaking, including 1/(1) further refinement of the revenue-based allowance 

calculation method, and (2) applicant design and installation .... " (Mimeo. at 29.) 

On December 6,1995, in a second phase decision, the Commission addressed one 

of these remaining issues, applicant design and inst<1\lation, by establishing an applicant 

design test pilot progrdOl. (D.95·12-013.) 

Later, on June 6, 1996, in D.96-06-031, the Commission identified eight issues 

which the parties were to address in the final phase of the rulemaking. In this decision, 

we address only Issue No.8. The remaining issues will be addressed in separate 

Comn)ission decisions. 
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Since Issue No.8 was raised in the workshops held in .his rutemaking 

proceeding, and .he assigned administrative law judge ruled that evidentiary hearings 

on the issue should be held, The Utility Reform Network and Utility Consumers Action 

Network (TURN/UCAN) agreed to be the moving party (or the issue. 

Prepared testimony on Issue No.8 was served by leU Nahigian of IRS Energy, 

Inc. (Exhibits 22, 23,24 and 25), the witness (or TUR1'J/UCAN. Also, testimony was 

served by Steven Parker and Dewey Seeto, witnesses (or PG&E (Exhibits 26 and 27). 

Evidentiary hearing on this issue was held on October 16, 1997. The witnesses were 

cross-examined by counsel (or the California Building Industry Association (CBIA) and 

California Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Buteau). Concurrent briefs wete filed by 

TURN/UCAN, PG&E, CBIAI Farm Bureau and Utility Design, Inc. (UDI), and this issue 

was submitted on Cktober 311 1997. 

Summary of TURNIUCAN's Recommendatfons 

Under the utililies' tariffs (urrently, the tosts of transformers, meters, regulators 

and services arc proVided by the utility at no additional cost to the applicant. These 
facilities are installed by the utility and are treated like other utility-funded capital 

expenditures for accounting and ratemaking purposes. 

TURN/UCAN argued at the workshops held in this proceeding that the utilities 

do not uniformly address these items in their tariffs and proposed that the tari(fs be 
revised to standardize the treatment of this matter. 

The following summariles TURN/UCAN's proposals, and briefly describes the 
conditions that would be changed by those proposals . 

• The cost of lr,msformer, service and meter (TSM) , eqUipment provided b}' the 
utility to applicants should be indud('d as costs that will be covered by 
allowances only to the extent that they arc re"enuc·justi(ied. 

) The tNm "ISM" applies to d('(lric utiliries; (or gas utilities the cquivah:nt is "SMR" which 
slands (or S('cviccs. meters. and regulators. Also, S('rvires may include costs for (H~nches. 
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Under the current rules, the costs of lSM equipment arc treated very differently 
by the utilities. The gas-only utilities (Southern California Gas Company 
(SoCalGas) and Southwest Gas Company (Southwest» include the gas service 
costs as costs subject to the rc\'enue-based allowance, consistent with 
TURN/UCAN's proposal. Ilowe\'er, the combined utilities (PG&E and San 
Diego Gas & Electric Company (SOC&E» and Southern California Edison 
Company (Edison) exclude entirely the Costs ofTSM equipment (rom the 
definition of "utility cost" that is subject to the eXisting allowance. In other 
words, the TSM equipment is prOVided at no cost to new ratepayers, with the 
costs borne by the existing utility ratepayers rather than being recovered out of 
future reVenues. 

• In order to implement the inclusion ofTSM equipment in the costs subject to the 
line and service extension allowan~es, Rules 15 and 16 should be modified 
consistent with this change. The discussion of allowances in Rule 15 should 
include rather than exclude the TSM equipment as a utility cost subject to the 
allowance. In addition, language shou Id be added to Rule 16 to make dear that 
the aHowance (or the tSM·rc)ated costs is di~usscd in Rule 15. 

Under the existing rules, allowances are discussed only in Rute 151 and the 
discussion there spedfically excludes TSM equipment fTOrll being subject to the 
allowance. Thus, a minor language change is required (or Rule IS, and language 
should be added to Rule 16 sO that in the rather unlikely event that the service 
extension rule is read in isolation (rom the line extension rule} the reader is put 
on notice that the allowances for TSM-related costs is discllssed in Rule 15. 

• The "net revenues" lIsed to set allowances under the existing rules should be 
limited at this time to distribution rcvenues, rather than revenues reflcding the 
(ull r.mge of utility services (many of which may no longer be provided directly 
by the utility to its customers). 

Current allowances are calculated by a (ormula that relics on "nct rc"enues" that 
arc intended to reflect the incremental re"enues associated with the costs of 
extending service to the applic.,nt (or new servieX'. To this point the net revenues 
have reflected the full r.mge of utility activities (including gener.1tion, 
tr"nsmission, distribution, and public purpose progrillns) and the full amount of 
non-energy costs included in applicable tariffs (including the uneconomic costs 
that will soon be separately <oUeded in a Competition Transilion Charge (Cfe». 
With the implementation of unbundled rates onJanuary 1, 1998, the Commission 
has the opportunity to more specifically identify the revenues that do llQ! 
support line and service extension costs, and remove thoS(' (rom Ihe net revenues 
used to calculate the appropriate allowances. Relying on the distribution 
re"enues would be a significimt step in that dire<tion. 
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• As a matter of policy, the definition of net revenues used to set a)Jowances 
should be limited to the revenues associated with the costs that support the line 
and service extension. 
Even within the distribution rate there are costs that do not support the 
line and service extension. For example; "customer accounts" costs will be 
included in unbundled electric distribution rates beginning January I, 
1998, but reflect acth'ities that are unrelated to the extension of scrvice to 
new ratepayers. This recommendation simply would have the 
Commission recognize that further refinement of the distribution-based 
allowance is likely to be appropriate. 

• A mechanism should be established to streamline any further refinement of the 
line and service extension allowances by "flowing through" the outcome of 
relevant Commission decisions without requiring continuation of this 
proteeding or the initiation of a separate proceeding (or ch,mging the 
allowances. 

In a number of proceedings presently before the Commission, and in a number 
of proceedings }'et to come, issues will be resolved in ways that impact the 
calculation of "net revenues" and, by extension, the calculation of allowances. 
Rather than go through a separate proceeding to implement that change for 
purposes of the line and service extensions, the Commission should allow such 
changes to be made by a more expeditious and efficient process. 
Position of TURNlUCAN 
According to TURN/UCAN, adoption of their proposals will more completely 

assign the costs of line and service extensions to those entities that arc causing the costs 
to be incurred. 

TURN/UCAN point out that the Commission has long embr,lCed the principle of 
cost-based r'ltemaking. In Edison's most recent General Rate Case Phase 2 decision, the 

Commission reiterated "our primar)' goat of r.ltemaking, namely, is to achieve rilles 
which reflect the costs that the cliston'er impos('S on the system." (D.96-04-0SO, p. 20.) 

According to TURN/UCAN, if the costs of connecting new r.1tepayers to the utility 

system arc borne in the rates paid by other customers in an amount exceeding the 

future revenues (rom the new r .. ,tepayer Ihat will support those costs, this prim,uy goal 
of the Commission is thwarted. 

TURN/UCAN argue that the days have long since passed when the Commission 
embraced Ulilily pr.1Cticcs that were dearly in the nature of promoting load growth. 

-5-
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Decades prior, it was not unusual (or utilities to actively encourage additiona1 sates of 

gas and ehxtricit)', without regard for the end use. The Commission generally 

sanctioned this pmctice at the time as being in the best interests o( ratepayers. 

TURN/UCAN believe that providing TSM equipment at no cost to the applicant, as is 

currenlly done by Edison, SDG&E and PG&E, is perhaps the most glaring holdover 

from these previous practices. 

TURN lUCAN point out that in the original Order Instilulirtg Rulemaking, the 

Commission stated its desire to, among other things, more appropriately assign 

extension costs.' (OIR 92-03-050, p. 1.) And in the decision adopting the current 

extension rules, the Commission embraced the changes proposed at that time as a "step 

in the right direclion" toward revenue-based allowances. (D.94-12-026, p. 11. In. 10.) 

TURN/UCAN assert that their recorl:lmendations are a further and more substantial 

step in that same direction. 

Also, WRN/UCAN point out that their proposals are consistent with the 

general policy direction represented by the Commission's eftorts to introduce 

competition to the provision of utility services. For example, the rate unbundling 

mandated by AB 1890 and implemented b}' the Commission in D.97-08-056 provides an 

opportunity to more precisely define the revenues that support line and service 

extension costs and therefore should be induded in c.\1culating the applicable 

allowance. A('cording to TURN/UCAN, it would be counter-productive (or the 

Commission to unbundle rates (or all other purposes, but continue to rely on rates thal 

are largely bundled lor line and service extension purposes. Similarly, the 

Commission's decision to introdu('e competition in the provision of "revenue cycle 

services" will be fM less meaningful unless corresponding changes are made to the line 

and service extension rutes. Once competition is introduced for these services, the 

traditional utility role in meter installations and ownership will be fundamentally 

« The stated go.ds also included standardizing the extension rules. TURN/UCAN's 
recommendations represent a significant step in that direction, 
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different. Therefore, TURN lUCAN beJieve that under these circumstances, the practice 

of allowing electric utilities to provide a frcc meter 10 a new customer under the service 

extension rule must end. Since a new customer that obtains a meter from the utility's 

competitor will need to pay {or that meter, TURN/UCAN submit that the electric 

utilities should not have the competitive advantage of providing a consumption meter 

at ratepayer expense, while non-utility competitors have to collect those costs from 

competitive market rates. 

Position of PG&E 
PG&E supports the TURN/UCAN package of proposals to refine service and 

extension allowances by distribution-basing and revenue-justifying them. According to 

PG&E, those proposals (oIi\plete the revenue justification and reduction of ratepayer 

subsidies to applicants which the Commission began in the main and distribution 

extension rules adopted in D. 9-1-12-026. Revenue justification will match the utilities' 

investment (allowances) with the revenue expected to be received {rom the load to be 

served by the extension. PG&E also strongly urges the Commission to adopt these 

proposals before December 31,1997 so they may be ef(ective as soon as poSSible but no 

later than July 1, 1998. 

PG&E points out that prcsently, three Ca1ifornia utilities arc distribution·basing 

and rcvcnue-justifying allowanccs along the lines proposed by TURN/UCAN: 

Southwest, SoCatGas and SDG&E for non-residential electric customers. PG&E, which 

presently docs not distribution-bas~ or revenue-justify allowances, endorses 

TURN/UCAN's proposal. 

PG&E argues that no PU Code § 783 analysis is nccessary to distribution·base 

allowances because § 783 itself and the current rules provide for periodic adjustments to 

allowances as r.lte and related cases change the nUrllbers used in the formula.s PG&E 

s The uti1ities arc authorized by statute (§ 783) and under their existing Commission· approved 
rules to make periodic adjustments in their line extension allowances. Furthermore, PG&E's 
Rule 15 (\nd its equivalents for other utilities aHow the utilities to periodically revise their 
allowances whenevCf the factors of the aHowance fOfmula change by more than 5%. In PG&R's 

f(\J/Hote COIlIiIllU'd Olf IIt'xl page 
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points out that the utilities have on several occasions used the periodic provisions of 

their rules, including as recently as April 1997, when Edison revised its allowances from 

approximately $2,000 to $3,000. 

Ilowe\'er, PG&E states that if the Commission determines that a § 783 analysis is 

necessary to distribution-base aJlowanccs, the record in this proceeding, including the 

studies, testin\ony and cross-examination of v .. 'itnesses Nahigian, Seeto and Parker, 

thoroughly support TURN/UCAN's proposals. 

PG&E also endorses as equitable the revenue-basing of the distribution 

allowances to redUCe ratepayer subsidies to applicants. PG&E believes that the record 

in this plOceroingsupports a § 783 analysis lor a decision in favor of TURN/UCAN's 

proposals for distribution-basing and revenue-justifying allowances. 

Also, PG&E supports TURN/UCAN's proposal for a mechanism to kccp the 

cxtension rules current with changes in the new worlds of gas and electric utiJity 

regulation. 

PosItion of CBIA 
CBlA agrees that from a substantive or policy perspective, it may well make 

good sense to revise the existing line extension rules to include the ~ost of TSM 
equipment provided to Hne extension applicants as costs that must be revenue-justified. 

And with regard to TURN/UCAN's proposal to use only distribution rcvenues 

in the /lnet revenues" used to set allowanc('s onCe utility servkcs are unbundled as of 

January 1, 1998, CBlA agrees that once again this proposal may make sense. 

CBIA points out that it is undisputed, however, that adoption of these proposals 

wiJ) cause a reduction in the amount of line extension aJlowanccs made available to 

case, Rule 15U.2. (and the corresponding paragraphs of the other tlliJilies' gas and dcclric 
extension rules) provides as {ollows: 

"PG&E will pcriooic.1lty review the (actors it ust's to determine its residential allowances, 
non-refundable discount option perc('ntage rate, Unit Cost, and Cost-or-Service Factor stated in 
lhis lute. If such re\'iew results in a change in mQrc than (i\'c ~rcen( (5%), I'G&E will subrnit a 
(Miff revision propPS<lt to the Commission for review and approval (Emphasis added.) 
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applicants for service and will ha\'e economic impacts. And since the TURN/UCAN's 

proposal would change the terms and conditions under which allowances for line 

extensions arc ccllculated toda}', CBIA submits that the Commission must make 

specified written findings as required by § 783. According to CBlA, the § 783 analysis 

proffered in support of TURN/UCAN's proposal is deficient on its [ace and inadequate 

to allow the Commission to make the factual findings that arc requited before the 

Commission can issue an order changing the existing line extension rules. 

Therefore, in light of the substantial legal obstacles to undertaking what 

otherwise might be good policy, CBIA suggests that the Commission should give 

Curther consideration to TURN/UCAN's proposal in order to determine whether its 

implementation should be deferred until the end of the rate freeze period Or phased· in 

gradually o\'er the rate Cr~te period to minimize the impacts of such a n\ajor change to 

the existing line extension rutes. 

CBIA argues that (or each of the affected classes of applicants spedfied in § 783-

agriculture, residential housing, mobile home parks, rural customers, urban customers, 

and commerdal/industrial deVelopment - TURN/UCAN has one simple answer: the 

tosses of those who wilt sec higher costs (or line extensions under TURN/UCAN's 

proposal arc outweighed by the benefits to all customers. According to CBIA, (or each 

affected customer class, TURN/UCAN does not identify, much less quantify, the higher 

costs that will be experienced by individual applicants or the impact it wiIJ have upon 

their ability to pursue hOllsing de\'elopment. Similarly, CBlA contends there is no 

quantification of the benefits that all customers will purportedly rcap as a H."'SUIt of 

adoption of TURN/UCAN's proposal. 

Further, CBlA argues that there is another substantial legal barrier to the 

Commission's adoption of the TURN/UCAN proposal. Section 368 of the PU Code, as 

enacted by AB 1890, states, among other things, that: 

"these r.,te le\'els for each ('lIstomer class, rate schedule, contract, or tariff 
option shall remain in deed until the earlier of March 31,2002, or the dale 
on which the commission-authorized costs (or utility-generated assets and 
oblig<ltions have been fuHy r('covered." 
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CBlA contends that since a rate freeze has been imposed upon cfectric utililies by 

the Legislature, existing subsidies have been frozen in place until the earlier of Aprill 

2002 or the date on which the utility has fully recovered its stranded investment costs. 

And since the rate freeze extends to rate schedules, conlracts, or tariff options, and the 

amount and calculation of allowances that are available under existing line extension 

rules arc dearly set forth as part of the utility'S rate schedutes, contracts, or tariff 

options, the line extension allowances are now (rozen in place as a consequence of 

AB 1890. 

Also, CBIA argues that AB 1890 provides further reasons why it is inappropriate 

to reduce allowances now by revising the line extension rules to allow inclusion only of 

distribution revenues in the calculation of allowances. Even if it is supposed that the 

calculation of allowances based upon revenues from a utility's bundled functions 

somehow provides a subsidy to applicants that should be phased out, the rate (reeze as 

required by AS 1890 will prevent that benefit from flowing to uli1ity ratepa}'ers. If the 

utility reduces its costs during the rate (rrete period by reducing line extension 

allowanccs, the reduction of cosls will simply increase the utility's ability to r~over the 

costs of its stranded investment (headroom). According to CBIA, utility shareholders, 

not the ratepayers asdaimed by TURN/UCAN, benefit. Ho\ ... ·cver, CBlA 

acknowledges that marginal benefit might accruc to ratepayers as a consequence of 

redu(ed utility costs during the rate freeze period if thc utility is able to re'O\'cr an of its 

stranded invcstment costs before March 31,2002 and advance the end of the rate freezc. 

lastly, with regard to TURN/UCAN's proposal for automatically revising the 

line extension rules, CBIA argucs that, again, the proposed streamlining mechanism 

runs afoul of § 783. CBIA contends that TURN/UCAN arc asking the Commission to 

adopt a mechanism that not only incorporates findings and condusions from other 

Commission proceedings but also those from other agencies (e.g., the FERC) in a 

!llannN that would result in automatic changes in the existing line extension rules. 

CBIA submits that if TURN/UCAN wants to set up procedures lor implenlenting 

autonMtit revisions of the extension rules, they must first define the mechanism upon 
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which they wish to rely, how it will work, and the economic effect that adoption of sllch 

a mechanism \\'ilI ha\'e upon the customer classes referenced in § 783. 

Position of Farnl Bureau 
Although Farn\ Bureau is concerned about all of the TURN/UCAN proposals, 

Farm Bureau believcs that the proposal to base line extension allo\'lmnces solely on 

distribution revenues has significant negative consequences (or agricultural customer 

applicants, particularly in regard to installation of irrigation pumps. 

Farm Bureau argues that not only do the TURN/UCAN proposals violate the 

mandates o( AB 1890 and circumvent the requirements of § 783, but the e((eet of 

adopting their proposals would impose significant financial hardship on agricultural 

customer applicants, while providing no benefit to the utilities' ratepayers during the 

rate freeze imposed by AB 1890. Farn\ Bureau submits that there are no legal or 

equitable reasons for adopting the TURN/UCAN proposals at this time. Farm Bureau 

believes that implementation of the TURN/UCAN proposals must wait until: (1) the 

conclusion of the rate freeze; (2) the completion of an analysis of the costs and benefits 

of the proposals that complies with the requirements of § 783; and (3) the consideration 

of mitigation m~asures necessary to soften the resulting severe impacts on agricultural 

line extension applicants. 

The Farm Bureau disagrees with TURN/UCAN's assertion that their propos<ll 

involves a simple ministerial change that docs not require a § 783 analysis. Farnl 

Bureau points out that § 783(b)(l) requires that evidence be provided concerning "[Ilhe 

economic effect o( the line and service extension terms and conditions upon agriculture, 

residential housing. mobile home parks, rural customers, urban customers, 

employment, and commercial and industrial building and development." 

Section 783lb)(5) similarly requires information about "[t)he eHect of the line and 

service extension regulations, and any modifications to them, on existing ratepayers." 

Ilowe\'er, according to Farm Bureau, the only evidence TURN/UCAN provided was 

that, on a general basis only, the adoption of all TURN/UCAN's proposals would 

negatively impact line extension applicants, but that TURN/UCAN believes those 
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impacts arc more than offset by benefits to all ratepayers. Faun Bureau contends that 

TURN lUCAN has not provided any specifics about their supposed § 783 findings, in 

particular, the actual dollars that would be saved by adopting all their proposals (other 

than the general comment that rate base would be (educed) or the rate impacts for line 

extension applicants. Farm Buteau points out that the implementation of distribution 

revenue-only allowances would impose on agricultural line extension applicants ne\," 

costs in eXcess of $5,000 to $IO,(}()() (presuming they took advantage of .111 available 

discounts) for a line extension the cost ()f which is currently fully covered by the present 

allowances. (Exhibits 28 and 29.) 

Further, Farm Bureau states that neither PG&E nor TURN/UCAN's witnesses 

provided any information as to the actual dollar impact on all ratepayers of maintaining 

the current line extension allowances lor agricultural customers or quantified the 

savings expected to accrue to all ratepayers by using distribution revenue-based 

allowances (or agricultural applicants, other than to state the effects were very small. 

Farm Bureau fjnds it even more troubling that during the rate freeze imposed by 

AS 1890, none of the benefits of adopting distribution revenue-based allowances would 

go to ratepayers other than to possibly shorten the length of the rate freele, to the extent 

it might end earlier than March 31, 2002. Hence, Farm Bureau argues that 

TURN/UCAN's assumptions, (or example, that all classes of r~ltepayers would benefit 

fron\ the adoption 01 distribution revenue-based allowances is invalid while the rate 

freeze is in cUed. 

According to Farm Bureau, the r~\tional respons~, therefore, is to reject 

TURN/UCAN's proposal at this lime. Farm Bureau suggests that when the r.lle freeze 

ends this issue (an be addressed anew, with cOllsider.ltion of the need to find ways to 

soften the resulting significant impacts on agricultural customers (e.g., by phasing in the 

allowance reductions over lime via a cap on allowable annual allowance decreases in a 

fashion similar to the n\ethod often employed by the Commission to mitigate the 

impacts of significant r<lte increases). 

Lastly, Farm Bureau opposes the TURN/UCAN proposal that the Commission 

streamline the process o( incorporating future changes to Rules 15 and 16 to avoid the 
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need for § 783 analyses. Farm Bureau contends that this proposal violates the 

requircments of § 783 and the due process rights of line extension applicants. Farm 
Burcau believcs that neUher sound reasoning nor valid policy supports the adoption of 
a streamlining mechanism, as proposed by TURN/UCAN, for altering line extension 

rules. Farm Bureau believes that more fundamentally, there is good reason to prOVide a 

procedural avenue for parties to alert the Commission that the proposed changes to line 
extension rules or allowances require a § 783 analysis. According to Farm Bureau, basic 

due process considerations alone den'land such a process be provided. 

Position of UD. 
VOl states that the original TURN/UCAN proposal was to have applicants 

advance the cost ofTS1\1 equipment subje<:t to refund, and then increase the Revenue 
Based Allowances in order to reimburse applicants (or the outlay. UOI agrccd to this 

proposal" so long as applicants: (a) advan(cd the costs even when the utility supplied 
the TSM equipment; and (b) did not advance or supply meters. 

However, VOl opposes the current TURN/UCAN proposal. VOl argues that 
TURN/UCAN now proposes not to reimburse applicants for TS1\1 equipment. Instead, 

they want applic<1nts to pay (or TSM equipment at a cost of $600 to $800 per residential 
unit. UOI asserts that making applic.lnts pa.y (or TSM equipment, \" .. ithout refunds, is 
not only inappropriate but will dir('Ctly inaeasc the cost of hOllsing in California. UOI 

contends that ratepayer savings is unlikely under this new scheme. According (0 UOI, 

only the utilities' shareholders will bencfilfrom this proposal. 
UOI believes that its original proposal is beUer. According to UDI, for (air 

competition to be implemented in the Hne extension market, the utilities must be 

prohibited from giving away free tr.lnsformers and services. UOI requests that the 

Commission implement its proposal and increase the Revenue Based Allowances 

accordingly. 
UOI also objects to the proposal to distribution-base a1l0w.1nccs thereby 

removing the transmission and generation components (rom the Revenue Based 
Allowilnces formula. According to VOl, this isslle \\-'as never part of the competition 
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issues in this proceeding. VDI believes that the isslle is complex and requests that 

workshops and evidentiary hearings be scheduled. UOI arglles that the TURN/UCAN 

proposal is premature, and ghren the pending rate freeze, there is no urgency for the 

Commission to address the matter. 

DiscussIon 
\Ve address below each of the TURN/UCAN recommendations and the 

arguments of CDJA, Farn\ Bureau, and UDI in opposition. 

First, we will address the TURN/UCAN proposal to teven\le~justi(y service rules 

by including the cost of 'ISM as costs to the developer, but subject to allowances. 

None of the utilities oppose, and PG&E supports, TURN/UCAN's proposal. \Ve 

agree with PG& E that the TURN/UCAN proposal completes the work the Commission 

began in D.94-12~026. In that decision, the Commission revenue-based the utilities' 

main and distribution extension rules, e.g., Rule 15. As the Commission noted, 

revenue-based allowances "arc based on the expected supporting revenues from the 

ratepayer to be served by the extension," and as stich "they provide an equitable 

arrangement belw('('n the applicant and ratepayerl as well as bctw('('n various daS${'s 

of applicants." (Id., mimeo. at 2, n.2.) TURN/UCAN now propose to revenue-justify 

the other porlion of line extensions: services, e.g., Rule 16. 

This adjustment will benefit ratepayers and promote economic efficiency. 

Ratepayers will benefit because presently the utilities prOVide tree equipment, such as 

TSM, to applicants regardless of the expected re\'enue. This equipment can have a 

value between $600 and $800 in a typic,'l residential subdivision dc\'e!opment. J( the 

value of this free equipment is included in the cost to the applicant, then the applicant 

will only receive an aUowance to the extent its reVenue justifies an allowan(e. In other 

words, the ratepayers' subsidy would be reduced 10 match the expected re\'cnue. 

Because thc costs of any project arc so site-specific, (or example, distance from 

the main to the meter, or the type and amollnt of customer load, it is difficult to predict 

the precise amount of r.ltepayer benefit in TURN/UCAN's prop05<11. PG&E wHnC'SS 

Parker's testimony, however, indic.,tes that there is a utility savings of approxiniately 
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$24~ for the typical subdivision ($124,016· $99,176). Assuming for the sake of 

illustration that 550 subdivisions per year arc done in PG&E's territory, the 

TURN/UCAN proposal would avoid PG&E's rate base from increasing by $15 million 

annually, and avoid PG&E's revenue requirement from growing by $3 million each 

year. 

Further, as pointed out by PG&E, a number of ratepayers in Cali(ornia already 

see this rate benefit to the extent their utilities now distribution-base and revenue-justify 

their allowances, e.g., Southwest, SoCalGas and SDG&E (partially). We sec no reason 

why the ratepayers of PG&E should not have the same benefit_ 

The Commission recognized the benefits of revenue justification in D.94-12-026: 

"That portion of the capital cost absorbed by utilities has resulted in larger 
rate base and aeated upward pressure On rates. The impact oC having the 
utilities absorb all of the difference in cost further increases rate base 
investment and inaeases rates for ratepayers who do not benefit from the 
new extensions. The proposed rule provisions rccognize this impact and 
use revenue-based aUowan~es (or equitable allocation of these costs and 
uniform treatment of applicants./I (ld. at p. II, n.10.) 

Turning to the arguments of CBIA and Farn\ Bureau, we do not find the 

argument that ratepayers will not realize an in,mediate benefit during the AB 1890 rate 

(reeze is a sufficient reason to defer adopting the TURN/UCAN TSM recommendation 

in order to continue a subsidy which is no longer justified. 

As stated by PG&E's witness, the utility's rate base is expected to increase by 

$15 million annually as a result of providing (ree TSM equipment. Although rates are 

(or the time being frozen, there will be ongoing growth in r<lte base and when the rate 

freeze ends, thc cumulativc impact will be (cit by all r.ltepayers. 

Furthermore, wc are not persuaded by the argument that AB 1890 precludes 

changes to line extension allow.lI'ces during the mandated r,lte (reeze. Al10wanccs arc 

payments from the utilil}' to developers (or utility infrastructurc. They are not rate 

schedules, contracts, or tari(( options. Nor do they shift costs among customer clasSt's, 

rate schedull'S, and contr.lcls. Thc alloWa1\(('5 determine the amount of money put up 

by the applic.mt that the utitity will refund or will not refund. Once the extension is in 
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place. and the (ustomer is laking utility scrvice through the new laciJilies, he or she will 

pay rates according to the existing r.lte schedules and t.uiff options. It is those r.lles that 

arc frozen under § 368(a). 

Second, we will address the TURN/UCAN proposal to use only distribution-

based reVenues (or calculating a1lowances, rather than the revenues feflecting the full 

range of utility services in "net revenue" used to set allowances. 

Contrary to the belief of CBIA and Farm Bureau, the Commission's fevenue 

unbundling decision intends (or this rulemaking pr()(ecding to address distribution-

based allowances. In the Revenue Unbundling decision, 0.97-08-056, the Commission 

disaggregatcd the utilities' electric rates into specific components, e.g., generation, 

transmission, and distribution. It said of its electric industry restructuring decisions, 

"The order identified the need to disaggregate electric utility rates by 'unbundling' 

generation, Iransn\ission artd distribution (or all direct access customers. This 

proceeding is lhe Commission's forum to accomplish such unbundling." (Id., at 2.) The 

Commission also in the Revenue Unbundling decision defer(ed questlons on the effect 

of its unbundling decision on allowances to this rulcmaking. "\Ve agr~ that we do not 

have adequate information here to undertake any changes to the line extension rules or 

the way rates arc designed to accommodate rule changes. We will defer and revisit the 

issue as it affects revenue requirements in the utilities' PBR and general rate cases, if 

neccssary." (ld. at 18.) That decision requires the unbundling of line extension 

allowances to be addressed in this proc~ding. It was not, as argued by CBlA and Farm 

Bureau, the Commission's intention in D.97-08-056 to preclude a periodic adjustment 01 

a1lowances or preclude (urther review of line extension allowances for unbundling. 

And as PG&E points out, D.97-08-056 provides the unbundled number which can be 

ministerially inserted into the formula in Ru Ie 15 to distribution·base the aUowanccs. 

Also, sec the Direct Access Implement(ltion decision, D.97-1O-087, mimeo. p. 64. 

Also, CBlA argues that the TURN/UCAN proposal for distribution-bash\g 

allowances utilizes the periodic review provision of the line extension rules to make, 

what is in CBlA's opinion, a major revision to those rules without complying with 

§ 783. While CBlA correctly notes that the periodic review provision of the line 
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extension rules co\'e[s numerica1 changes in components used (0 cdkulate line 

extension allowances that vary over time, CBIA incorrectly states that lithe Commission 

is being asked to change the basic way the allowances themselves arc calculated." This 

is not true. The Comn\ission is simply being asked to change one of the Ufactors" used 

in the allowance calculation formula. That factor is "Net Revenue." Therefore, 

distribution-basing the allowances appears to be the type of change the Commission 

had in mind in eXduding periodk review of allowances (rom § 783. Nevertheless, as 

discussed below, we will include written findings on the issue of distribution-basing 

allowanccs. 

Turning to the merits of TURN/UCAN's distribution-based allowance proposal, 

We believe it will promote a greater societal benefit in that by matching costs \\'ilh cost 

causers, it promotes economic effidene}'. As PG&E witness Sccto stated: "U }'OU give 

them a corred prke signal, they can make a more correct decision from an economic 

efficiency poil\t of "iew/' In fad the very principle at work in TURN/UCAN's 

proposal of economically efficient markets WaS enthusiastically embraced by the 

Commission in its Revenue Unbundling decision: 

"Unbundling utility rates and services is one of the primary means by 
which efficient markets may develop (or utility products and scrvices. 
That is, to the extent that prices refleclthe cost of associated products and 
services, sellers will offer the most efficient quantity and variety of these 
products and services. Buyers will then be able to make purchasing 
decisions that best serve their interest." (D.97-08-056 at 8.) 

Under TURN/UCAN's proposal, applkanls will be more efficient and informed 

as they ;'make purchasing decisions" for service extcnsions. 

Third, ,,,'e will address the TURN/UCAN proposal to est.lblish a Illechanism to 

aHow relevant Commission decisions (rom other proceedings to Clow through to the 

calculations of line and service extension allowances without additional Commission 

proceedings. 

Currently, the utilities' rules authorize periodic changes to their altowanc('s. The 

line ('xtcnsion rules ('xplicitly define an "allowance" as: 
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II Allowance = Net Re\'cnue divided by Cost-of-Service Factor." 

See ~., PG&E/sclectric Rule lSC.2.c alld the corresponding paragraphs of the utilities' 

gas and electric extension rules. 

"Net Revenue" is defined as the portion of the total rate that supports extension 

costs. For example, PG&E's Rule 151. defines "net revenue" as "that portion of the total 

rate that supports PG&E/s extension (osts and excludes such things as fuel costs and 

other energy adjustment costs that do not support the extension costs. This rate is listed 

in PG&E/s Preliminary Statement Part 1- Rate Schedule Summary." In other words, the 

net revenue which is to be inserted in the Rule 15 formula [or aJlowclnces can be taken 

(rom the utilities' rate schedules; in PG&E's case, Preliminary Statement Part I. 

FurthermolC, PG&E's Rule 15 and its equivalents for other utilities anow the 

utilities to periodically revise their allowances whenever the factors of the allowance 

formula change by nlore than five percent. In I'G&E/s caSe, Rule ISH.2 (and the 

corresponding paragraphs of the other utilities' gas and electric extension rules) 

provides as follows: 

"PG&E will periodically review the (.1ctors it lIses to determine its 
residential allO\vances, non-refundable discount option percentage rate, 
Unit Cost, and Cost-of-Service Factor stated in this rule. If such review 
results in a change in more than five percent (5%), PG&E will submit a 
tariff revision proposal to the Commission for review and approva).11 
(Emphasis added). 

Moreover, there is a long history of the Commission approving the very t}'pe of 

periodic allowance revisions which the utilities arc advOC'<1ting here. An exact case in 

point is Edison which recently revised its Rule 15 residential allowance .- the precise 

type of revision the Joint Utility nespondenls are seeking·- by A.L. llSO-E filed 

February 15, 1996, approved by letter dated ApriJ 18, 1997. (See also, c.g., PG&E 

changes to cost of ownership factor (or gas and declrie, A.L. 1434·E and 1769-G filed 

May 4, 1993, approved Resl. E-3338, October 30, 1993; PG&E cost o( ownership, A.L. 

1960-G and 1587·E filed June 26, 1996, approved by letter dated August 14, 1996; and 

SDG&E's revision to Income Tax Component of Contribution and e((eel on extension 

rules' unit costs, A.L. 832·E filed December 9, 1991 and e((ccti\'e the same day.) 
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It is critical to note that no § 783 analyses were required for any of these changes. 
This practice makes abundant common sense and is supported by the Janguage of § 783. 

Section 783(.1) provides that an analysis must be done for extension rule changes, 
"[eJxtept for periodic review provisions of existing rules ..•. " (Emphasis added.) 

PG&E witness Parker in his testimony (Exhibit 27) explains mOre fully how 

PG&E would use existing Commission decisions -- specifically the Revenue 
Unbundling decision for electric rates, and the Gas Accord dedsion for gas rates -- to 

update the variables in its allowance formula. TURN/UCAN witness Nahigian at p. 5 
of his testimony (Exhibit 25) explains the procedure for the other utilities. 

In short, we agrcc with PG&E that the utilities are authorized by stature (§ 783) 
and under their existing Commission - approved rules to make periodic adjustrlients in 

their line extension allowances to include changes (or distribution-based rates. 
The Commission intends, and has long intended, in a number of ways that the 

utilities be able to revise their allowances on a periodic basis when the variables in the 
aiiow.lnce formula change. In D.94-12-026, the Commission approved the provisions of 

the utilities' extension rules which, among other things, allow periodic adjustments. 
(See Ordering Paragraph No.1.) In this case, the variables are changing because of the 
Commission's disaggregation of electric rates, and the utilities, accordingly, are able to 

revise their allowances by the formu1a to distribution·base their rates without any 
additional Commission proceedings. Therefore, we agree with TURN/UCAN that 

where the Commission has issued a decision that impacts the calculation of "net 
revcnues," rather than require the utilities to initiate separate pro<ccdings to flow-

through such Commission-ordered changes to line and service extension allo\\'ances, 
the utilities should be allowed to make such changes where it is a matter of inserting 

numbers into 'he already approved formu1a. Similarly, changes to the utility costs to 

which the allowances will apply should be aBowed where a. Commission decision 

impacts the equipment covered by the allowances (such as the possibility that (ertain 

customer equipment will no longer be provided free to new utility customers when 

revenue cyde services are subject to competition. 
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Next we address the recommendation of UDI that the utilities be required to 

provide TSM equipment and increase baseline allowances accordingly. First, we 

believe that VOl has not accurately staled the TURN/UCAN recommendation. The 

recommendation is that TSM equipment be provided by the utilities at applicant 

expense and the cost will be covered by allowances only to the extent that they ate 

reVenue justified. Second, we belie\'e that VOl's alternative proposal to provide TSM 
equipment and to increase allowances accordingly, is counter to our goals to more 

appropriately assign costs (OIR 92-03-050, p. 1.) 

Accordingly, UOl's recommendation is not adopted. 

There Is Sufficient Evidence In th~ Record for the Commission to Make any 
Necessary § 783 Findings 
Contrary to the assertions of CBIA and Farm Bureau, the rccord in this 

proceeding has anlpJe evidence addressing the equities of TURN/UCAN's proposal, 

and the criteria of § 783.' Also, as pointed out by PG&E, as a legal matter, AB 1890 and 

the Commission's restructuring decisions proVide the necessary basis for § 783 findings. 

California led the nation when it restructured the electric industry with AB 1890. 

1he public policies which underlay the statewide changes for the good of California's 

citizens support charlges in the utilities' practices to conform to the changes of AB 1890. 

For example, PU Code § 330(b) acknowledges as a starting point: 

"That people, businesses, and institutions of Califomia spend nearly 
twenty-three billion dollars ($23,000,000,000) annually on electricity, so 
that reductions in the price in electricity would significantly benefit the 
econom}' of the State and its residents." 

To accomplish the goals of benefiting the economy of the state, the legislature in 

PU Code § 303(k) began the disaggregating of elcctric service as follows: 

, See PG&E opening brief Attachment I, "Sample Record Support For § 783 Analysis For 
Dislributicm Basing and Re\'cnue Justifying Alfowanccs/' to dcmonstrate record suppor t for 
each criterion of § 783, and AUachm('nt 2, "Suggested § 783 Analysis," to demonstrate § 783 
findings which abundantly support this Commission's acceptance of TURN/UCAN's 
proposals. 
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"In order to achieve meaningful wholesale and retail competition in the 
electric generation market, it is essential to do all of the foJlowing: 
(1) Separate monopoly utility transmission functions from competitive 
generation (unctions, through development of independent third-party 
control 01 transmission access and pricing. (2) Permit all customers to 
choose (rom among competing suppliers o( electric power. (3) Provide 
customers and suppliers with open, nondiscriminatory, and comparabJe 
access to transmission and distribution services." 

Mote, specifically, the Legislature in PU Code § 368(b) provided that: 

liThe cost r(Xovery plan shall provide for identification and separation of 
individual rate components such as charges for energy, transmission, 
distribution. public benefit programs, and reCovery of uneconomic costs ... 
No cost shifting among custon\er dasses, rate schedules, a contract or 
tariff options as a result front the separation required by this paragraph." 
(Emphasis added). 

To put it another way, the legislature has identified the public benefits it sees 
(rom disaggregating electric rates and servic<'S. These benefits, and the Legislatureis 

spcdfit mandate to the Commission in the form o( I,l\\'i provide the basis (or meeting 

the § 783 requiremcnts. 
The Commission in speaking of its restfUcturing orders in its Revenue 

Unbundling Decision, 0.97-08-056, stated, at page 2, that its previous orders "identified 

the need to disaggregate electric utility rates by 'unbundling' generation, transmission 

and distribulion (or all direct access customers. This proceeding is the Commission's 

forum to accomplish such unbundling." It also stated the integral nexus between rate 

unbundling and restructuring: "this prtXcss of 'unbundling' utility rates is intcgml to 

the Commission/s implementation of electric restructuring." (rd. at 2.) 

The COll\mission furl her embrMcd the unbundling goal and showed how it met 

public policy needs: "Unbundling pronlotes competition by providing customers with 

options (or individual services and sending customers price signals which would 

permit then' to make reasoned choices about their competitive options. \Vc have 

accomplished unbundling the various utility (unctions with certain more spedfie 

criteria guiding our assessment.u (Emphasis added.) (ld. at 7.) 
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The "more specific criteria" referred to by the Commission include 

(1) unbundling as being consistent with the spirit and intent of AB 1890, and (2) that the 

public benefit is served when costs associated with one function arc not allocated 

another function. 

And: 

Regarding unbundling as being consistent with AB 1980, the Commission stated: 

"More specificaJly, the statute [AB18901 directs the Commission to review 
utility costs recovery plans which must 'provide (or identification and 
separation of indi\'idual rate components such as charges for energy, 
transmission, distribution, public benefit programs, and recol/ery of 
uneconomic costs.'" (Id. at 7.) 

" .• ~-ABl890 prevents discriminatory ratesetting by providing that 'the 
separation of rate components required by this subdivision shall be used 
to ensure that customers of the electrical corporation who bc<:ome eligible 
to purchase cteclridty (rom suppliers other than the electrical corporation 
pay the same unbundled component charges, other than energy, a 
hundred service customer pays.'" (Id. at 7.) 

Unbundling is consistent with the spirit and the feuer of AB 1890 and other relevant 

law. 

The second crlleria adopted by the Commission was that the proper alloc~ltion of 

costs benefits the pubHc: 

"Unbundling utility rates and services is one of the primary means by 
which efficient markets may deVelop (or utility products and services. 
That is, to the extent that prices reflect the costs of associated products and 
services, seJlers will o((er the most efficient quantity and variety of these 
products and services. Buyers will then be able to make purchasing 
dedsions that best seC\'c their interest" (Id. at 8.) 

\Ve believe that TURN/UCAN's line extension proposals serve the same public 

policy of giving dear price signals and allocating costs to those responsible (or them. 

(Sec Exhibits 25 and 26, the testimony of witnesses Nahigian and Sccto.) 

\Ve next address the arguments of COlA and Farm Bureau that the § 783 analysis 

submitted by WnN/UCAN is not adequate. 
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It is important to recognize that the issue is not whether the draft § 783 analysis 

presented by TURN/UCAN is adequate. Section 783 directs the Commission (rather 

than the parties) to make n'rinen findings On certain issues in order to adopt our 

proposals. TURN/UCAN have met that their burden here. PG&E subolitted testimony 

that further substantiated the points made in TURN/UCAN~s testimony. 

Section 783 is not a barrier to reasonable changes to the line and service extension 

rutes. Section 783 merely requires findings; it does not impose a strict evidentiary 

burden on the Commission as it considers changes to the eXisting rules. The 

Commission dearly has the authority to adopt changes to the line and serviCe extension 

rules (and" indeed, to any tariffs) it it determines that such changes better serve the 

general interest of California, or are consistent-"/ith other decisions of the Commission 

or Legislature. Under some circumstances" such as the implementation of the 

Commissjon's unbundling dedsion, a § 783 analysis may not be required at all. EVen 

where it undisputcdly applies, § 783's requirement of "findings" must not be confused 

with "findings based on factual evidence that establishes a ('ontention beyond a 

reasonable doubt." 

As described above, there is substantial, unrebuued evidence in support of 

TURN/UCAN1s recommendations, and that evidence clearly provides sufficient basis 

(or the Commission to make the requisite § 783 findings. 

One of the questions presented in this pro('ccding in regard to the distribulion-

basing propo5.11 is whether § 783 applies to "ministerial" changes that represent 

changes not to the extension tull'S themselves" but rather to the factors used in the 

formula set out in those rules tor calculating the allowanC\."'S. The dearest exarnple of 

such a change is the shift (rom "net revenues" that reflect the total rate except (or fuel 

and other energy adjustment costs" to "net revenues'" that include only the distribution 

rates once rate unbundling has bcen achieved. TURN/UCAN described how the 

distribution r.,tes serve as a (ar belter proxy (or usc in c.,1culating the extension 

allowance that would be "supported" by future revenues. (Ex. 23, pp. 18·20.) No party 

has presented any e\'iden('e or argument est<tblishing that the utility's extension costs 

are supported by any of the revenues other than those reflected in the distribution rale. 
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And as of January 1, 1998, the utilities that do not prescntly usc distribution rC\'Cllues to 

calculatc their extension al1o\\'ances will have a separate distribution rate that may be 

used for that purpose. 

Contrary to the assertions of CBlA and Farm Bureau, changes of this naturc as in 

the distribution-basing proposal are not changes in the i'terms and conditions for the 

extension of services" referred to in § 783 as requiring the findings described therein. 

Rather, distribution-basing the allowances would seem to be the type of change the 

COIl\mission had in mind when it provided for periodic or ministerial adjustments to 

the allowances under the rules adopted in 0.94-12-026. However, since the record 

exists to perform the § 783 analysis, we will err on the side of caution and make the 

necessary findings in support of the move to distribution-based allowances. 

If the ministerial approach is taken, the distribution-based allowances could be in 

place January I, 1998. However, where § 783 applies, implementation will be delayed 

to July I, 1998 at the earliest.' On the other hand, the Commission could also decide not 

to implement distribution-based aUowances until July I, 1998, thus aHowing the public 

more time to prepare (or the change. Since such a delay will be required in any event 

(or implementation of the WRN/UCAN proposal on TSM equipment, we conclude 

that it would achie\'e greater administrative efficiency to implement both changes 

simultaneously on July I, 1998. 

In the event that a § 783 analysis was required, PG&E prOVided detailed 

c.llculalions of the actual impact that the adoption of the TURN/UCAN-recommended 

change'S would have on line and service extension allowances in practice. The 

testimony of PG&E witness Parker described his study of the impacts of moving to a 

revenue-justified, distribution-based allow.mcc. (Ex. 27.) '1\ other words, he considered 

prC(isely the scenario that would result if the Commission were to adopt 

7 Section 783(d) provides: "Any new order or decision issued pursuant to an investigation or 
proceeding conducted pursuant to subdivision (b) shall bc<:ome dfe<live on July I of the year 
which follows the year when the new order or decision is adopted by the commission, so as to 
ensure that the public h(ls (It 1(,.'Ist six months to consider the new order or dccision.1I 
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TURN/UCAN's recommendations. This study updated the results of the earlier study 

that supported the § 783 analysis adopted by the Commission in D.94-12-026. The six 

scenarios considered by Parker covered a wide range of potential developments, from a 

single residential development through condominiums and strip malls. He concluded 

that the adoption of revenue-justified, distribution-based allowances (or extension and 

service rules would increase the cost of a new home by approximately $800, or 0.4% of 

the median home price in California; that for residenlial developments the only change 

for developers would be the timing of their recovery of their refundable advances; and 

that in aU cases the increase of the initial up-front cash payrnent would be accompanied 

by a reduction in the revenue requirement borne by the general body of ratepayers. 

(Ex. 27, p. 3.) As PG&E witness Sceto noted, this testimony (rom Parker serves to 

demonstrate that the adoption of the TURN/UCAN recon\n\endation \"ould reduce the 

<'toss-subsidies built into the current line and service extension tarHfs. (Ex. 26, p. 2.) 

The eVidentiary record contains ample untebutted testimony and other evidence 

supporting each of TURN lUCAN's recommendations. The TURN lUCAN § 783 

analysis that was introduced into evidence contains sufficient findings to implement 

those recommendations consistent with the statute. In light of the strong eVidentiary 

rc(ord in support of the TURN/UCAN rC(ommendations, we conclude that the 

Commission should adopt TURN lUCAN's proposed § 783 analysis. 

Findings Required by Section 783 
The Commission, based on the r('('ord in this proceeding. adopts the PU Code 

§ 783 analysis offered by TURN/UCAN as sct forth below: 

SECfION 783(b)(1): The e(onoll\h~ eHed o( the line and service extension terms and 
('ondHlons upon agriculture, residential housing, mobile home parks, rural 
customers, urban customers, employment, and commercial and induslrial building 
and development. 

Overall: The ef(ect of TURN/UCAN's proposal to revenue-base all extension 
equipment and to calculate the allowances based only on the unbundled distribution 
rate costs will be a reduction in line and service extension alJow.l.llc(>s to applicants. The 
primary economic eUecl is the more appropriate assignnl.ent of the costs of line and 
service extensions, as the parly responsible for the costs being incurred (the applicant) 
will heM a greater share of those costs. TIle costs borne by the general body of existing 
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customers for the utility making the line or service extension will be reduced, thus 
reducing the subsidy of extensions that occurs today. 

To the extent that this change is reflected in each utility's authorized base revenue 
requirement, it will serve to reduce base rates. For the gas operations of PG&E and 
SDG&E, this should serve to reduce overall rates. (The gas-only utilities already have 
distribution-based altowantes that co\ter the equivalent of TSM equipment.) For Edison 
and the electric operations of PG&E and SDG&E} a reduction in base rates will serve to 
increase the "head room" available under AB 1890 and the Commission-approved <:051 
recovery plans for recovery of uneconomic generation <:osts, thereby enhancing the 
possibility that the rate fn.~eze will end prior to April I} 2002. In both cases, the 
reduction. in base rates will have the economic effect of benefiting aU consumers of the 
utiHties subject to this rulemaking. 

The economic e(fect (or those applicants who will bear higher extension costs under the 
TURl'1/UCAN proposal is partially mitigated by the proposal to combine the allowance 
prOVisions of Rules 15 and 16(or their equivalents) so that any amount by which the 
line extension allowance exceeds the incurred line extension ~osts can be applied to the 
costs of the service extension, and vice versa. 

Agriculture:' The costs of line and service extensions are likely to increase (or the small 
number of agricultural custon\ers that undertake a new line and/or service extension, 
as they will be required to pay more (but still not all) of the costs caused by that 
extension. However, the base r.ltes paid by all customers (including agricultural 
customers) may be reduced due to the reduction in line and service extension 
allowances. In light of the mOfe accurate assignment of costs to the parties who cause 
those costs to be incurred, as well as the consistency with the general policy in support 
of unbundling rates and services, the benefits to all customers are found to outweigh 
the economic impact upon. the agricultural customers who might incur additional line 
or service extension costs. 

• Sec Exhibit 25. Plus Witness Sccto statement that "the agricultural customer has control over 
d('(ision whether or not to put in any hookup or nol; and if you give them a cou('(t price signal} 
they can make a more correct decision (rom an ('(onomie efficiency point-of-view." (Transcript 
at 261.) Morco\'er, Mr. Parker observed in his testimony that the numlx-r of agricultural 
customers who would be afr('((oo by the proposed changes is rdativel}' slight: "but one thing 
that I can say is that we probably are running relatively (ew electric line extensions in 
relationship to JlIlhe line extensions that we arc doing; and so as far as a class, the impact 
(annot be an that much when compared to an of the line extensions that we arc doing." 
(TraJ1S('ript at 2&1-265.) 
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Residentiall-lOllsing:9 The costs of line and service extensions arc likely to increase (or 
de\'elopers of residential housing that undertake a new line and/or service extension, 
as they will be required to pa}' more (but still not all) of the costs caused by that 
extension. However, in the current housing market such cost increases arc more than 
offset by the general upward pressure on housing prices. Furthermore, the base rates 
paid by all customers (including the residential customers that ultimately occupy the 
new residential housing) may be reduced due to the reduction in line and service 
extension allowances. In light of the more accurate assignment of costs to the parties 
\"'ho calise those costs to be incurred, as \'Ite)) as the consistency with the general poticy 
in support of unbundling rates and services, the benefits to all customers arc found to 
outweigh the economic impact upon the deVelopers and purchasers of residential 
housing who might incur addUionalline or service extension costs. 

Mobile home Parks:w The costs of line and service extensions are likely to increase lor 
mobile home park owners Or residents customers that undertake a neW line and/or 
service extension, as they will be required to pay more (but still not all) of the costs 
caused by that extension. However, the base rates paid by aU customers (including 
mobile home park owners and residents) may be reduced due to the reduction in line 
and service extension allowances. In light of the more accurate assignment of costs to 
the patties who cause those costs to be incurred, as well as the consistency with the 
genet". policy in support of unbundling ratcs and services, the benefits to all customers 
arc found to outWeigh the economic impact upon the mobile home park owners and 
residents who might incur lldditionalline or service extension costs. 

• See Exhibit 25. Plus, Witness Parker's direct testimony that: (1) A dC'Crease in the applicable 
a)lowance, for example from $2000 to $1288 (or cC'Sidential extensions. This approximate $SOO 
diCCccencc might increase the Californian median home price of $190,180 (as reported) by the 
California As-sodation of Realtors in its 1998 F.conomic Forl'Cast by 0.4%. (2) FOr residential 
developments the only real ch<lngc is th<lt it may likely take developers a little longer to get all 
their rcrundable advances back. (3) An increase 01 the initial up front ct\sh payment by the 
applk.lnt, but an accompanying reduction in the revenue requirement paid by ratep.-,yecs. 

In addition, the housing m.uket in California, but particularly Northern California, is today 
"high growth/' (Trllllscript ~lt 198, Mr. Medeiros.) and if subsidies are to be rt."<Iuc('(t. the high 
den\and in the housing industry will minimize adverse impacts. 

10 Sec Exhibit 25. Plus, Witness Sccto's tesUmony, that "this desirable outcome (coonomic 
efficiency) happens in the residential das.s, among mobile p.uk homes, private whur.,l 
customers, among commercial and industrial customers, and lor government and municipal 
projects in the future, and has desirable overall dfccls on the cconomy as a whole. Existing 
customers in general will be bener off under the proposed line extension rurcs because they will 
no longer h.wc to subsidize new customers." (Exhibit 16, at 3.) 
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Rural Customers:1I lhe costs of line and service extensions arc likely to increase for 
rur,11 customers that undertake a new line and/or ser\'ice extension, as they will be 
required to pay more (but still not an) of the costs caused by that extt:'nsion. However, 
the base rat('S paid by all customers (including rur,l1 custOtllers) may be reduced due to 
the reduction in line and service extension allowances. In light of the more accur,lte 
assignment of costs to the parties who cause those costs to be incurred, as wen as the 
consistency with the general policy in support of unbundling rates and services, the 
benefits to all customers arc found to outweigh the economic impact upon the rural 
customers who might incur additional line Or service extension costs. 

Urban Customers:u The costs 01 line and service extensions arc likely to increase for 
urban customers that undertake a new line and/or service extension, as they will be 
required to pay more (but still not all) of the costs caused by that extension. However, 
the base rates paid by all (Ustonlers (including urban customers) may be reduced due to 
the reduction in line and service extension allowances. In light of the more accurate 
assignment of costs to the parties who cause those costs to be incurred, as well as the 
consistency with the general policy in support of unbundling rates and services, the 
benefits to a1l customers arc found to outweigh the economic impact upon the urban 
clistomers who might incur additional line or serviCe extension costs. 

Employment:u No clfect. 

COnln\erdallIndustrial Development:1t The costs of line and service extensions arc 
likely to increase (or developers of comnlcrcial or industrial fadlities that undertake a 

II &c Exhibit 25. Plus the genera) (Omnlents of Witness Seclo.ld., at 3. 

U Sec Exhibit 25. ()Ius lhe testimony of Witness Scclo, thall/this desirablc outcomc (('C()nomic 
efficiency) happens in the residential class, among mobile pJrk homes, private cuhural 
custom('rs, among commercial and industrial custon1('rs, and (or governm('nt and municipal 
projects in the luluw, and has desir.lbre overall deeds on the economy as a whole. Existing 
customers in genera) will be beUer off under the proposed line extension rules lxx'ause they will 
no longer have to subsidize new customers." (Exhibit 26, at 3.) 

U &c Exhibit 25. Plus the testimony of Witness Scclo, that "this desirable outcome (cconomk 
dficiency) happens in the residential class, among mobile park homes, pri\,.lte cultur.ll 
customers, among commercial and industrial customers, and (or government and municipal 
proJt'Cts in the future, and has desirable o\'erall effects on the economy .1S a whole. Existing 
customers in general wiJl be better off under the proposed line extension rules because they will 
no longer havc to subsidize new cllstomers." (Exhibit 26, at 3.) 

It See Exhibil25. Plus Witness &clo's dirt'Ct testimon}', at 4-5 "Improving the pricc signal 10 
ne\\' (commercial and industrial) customers hookups will mNn that there will be a le~ning of 
cross-subsidy by old existing customers to new customers. This lowers the cost of doing 

f(tO/lloft' COlllitlll(ci Oil II(xf 1"1St' 
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new line and/or service extension, as they will be required to pay more (but sti1l not all) 
of the costs caused by that extension. However, the base rates paid by all customers 
(including commercial and industrial cllstomers) may be reduced due to the reduction 
in line and service extension allowances. Furthermore, SDG&E's nonresidential 
allowances for electric line extensions have been distribution-based since 1994, with no 
apparent impact on the commercial/industrial development within that utility's service 
terrHory. In light of the more accurate assignment of costs to the parties who cause 
those costs to be incurred, as well as the consistency with the general policy in support 
of unbundling rates and services, the benefits to all customers arc found to outweigh 
the economic impact upon the developers of commercial or industrial facilities who 
might incur additional line or service extension costs. 

Section 783(b)(2):n The effed o( requiring new or existing (ustomer applying (or an 
extension to an eleclrkal or gas corporation to provide transmission and distribution 
facilities for other customers who will apply to receive line and service extensions in 
the future. 

No effect on tr.lnsmission facilities, as those facilities arc not subject to the eXisting or 
proposed rules. Furthefli'lore, with the development of the ISO in the restructuring 
proceeding, there is even less of a nexus between the line and service extension rules 
and the provision of tr.lnsmission facilities. 

For distribution facilities, there is no ch,\I'lge to the current rules in terllls of the 
provisions of refunds where there has been a series of extensions. The Section 783 
;malysis adopted in D.94-12-026 found that the cllrrent rules callscd, at worst, no cffect 
and in many cases provided significant positive impacts. 0.94-12-026, AppendiX B, 
pp.87-88. 

Section 783(b)(3):16 The e((ed of requiring it new or existing customer applying for an 
extension to an eleelrical or gas corporation to be responsible for the distribution of, 
reinforcements of, relocations of, Or additions to thal gas Or electrical corporation. 

No effect as compared to current rules. 

business for existing comm('fcial .l.nd induslrial customers, "nd some of Ihese &wings will be 
pass('d on to consu nl('fS. In .,ddition, lOWering business cosls 10 old cllslom('fs will encourage 
them 10 expand ('('onomle activity .l.nd Ihus promote employment. As for Ihe sometimes higher 
cosls to new business customers, Ihe higher charge to Ihem is a more correct price signallhat 
promotes socict,lI economic efficiency." 

1\ Sec Exhibit 25. Plus Wilness Sccto's testimony. 

l' Sec Exhibit 25. "No ,,((('(I .'\s compM('(t to current rules." 
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Section 783(b)(4):" The cconomk cUed of the t~rms and conditions upon projects, 
including redevelopment proje((s, funded or sponsored by cities, counties, or 
districts. 

The costs of line and service extensions are likely to increase for projects funded or 
sponsored by cities, counties or districts, as those entities will be required to pay more 
(but still not all) of the costs caused by that extension. However, the base rates paid by 
all customers (including cities, counties or districts as utility custoIllers themselves) may 
be reduced due to the reduction in Hne and service extension allowances. Furthermorc, 
the costs of line and/or service extensions reqUired for such projects are more 
appropriately borne by the dty, county or district (unding or sponsOring the project, 
rather than by the general body of utility ratepayers. In light of the more accurate 
assignment of costs to the parties who cause those costs to be incurred, as wen as the 
consistency with the general policy in support of unbundling rates and services, the 
benefits to an customers are found to outweigh the economic impact upon the urban 
customers \\tho might incur additional line or service extension costs. 

Section 783(b)(S):1' The effect of the line and service extension regulations, and any 
moditkations to them on existing ratepayers. 

The proposed rule will reduce rates to existing ratepaycrs by reducing the amount of 
subsidies to applicants who havc insufficient re\'enues to supporllhe cost of a line or 
service extension. The total amount of reduction is substantially larger than the 
reduction achieved through the adoption of the rule changes in D.94-12-026. Therefore 
the benefits (rom the changes proposed here will be larger both initially, and over limc, 
than the benefits discussed in the § 783 analysis attached to that decision. Appendix B, 
p.89. 

I' Sec Exhibit 25. Plus Witness Sccto's testimony: "While it is true that the new proposed line 
extension policy will incrt:'<lSC the cost of some public or municipal projects, Ihe proposed 
policy's alignment of charges closer to true (ost will provide a more a«ur.lte price signal 
(efl('(ling the true cost of scarce (esources to society. Th('$(' more COH(I(t price signals in turn 
gh'e public officials more accurate price inform.,Uon and thus allow them to make mOTe 
economical efficient decisions in (onsidNing alternative publk proj('(ls to pursu~." 

II Sec Exhibit 25. 
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Section 783(b) (6):" 11,C effect of tlte liut aud service ('xlens;oll regul,} 1i01ls, mId tilly 

modifications to 111£'111, 011 tIle COIISllI1tpUOII mId cOlIs£roatiou 0/ energy. 

No change from the e((ect identified in 0.9.j· 12-026, Appendix 8, p. 90. 

Section 7S3(b)(7):H The extent to which there is cost-justification lor a spedalline and 
service extension allowance lor agriculture. 

There are no special allowances (or agriCultural loads in the existing or proposed rules. 
The proposed rules are structured to gener.llly treat all applicants in the same manner. 

Une and Service Extensl6n Allowances are not "Rates" that would be 
Subject to the Rate Freeze Provistons 6f AB 1890 

TURI'J/UCAN note that the term "r.ltes" is not defined in AB 1890. However, 

some clarification of what the Legislature had in mind with its reference to rates in 

§ 368(a) is (ound in the (ollowing subsection: 

"The cost rEX:overy plan shall provide for identification and separation of 
individual rate cornponents such as charges for energy, transmission, 
distributioli. public b<>ncfit programs, and iccovery of uneconomic costs." 
Section 368(b). (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, TURN/UCAN argue thai it is rc,lsonablc to condude that the /lrittes" referred to 

in § 368(a) are made up of the "rate components" described in § 368(b). TURN/UCAN 

contends that line and service extension allowance have no such components, and 

therefore should be deemed sufficiently different from the "rates" described in § 368(a) 

that the rate freeze docs not extend to the allowances. 

TURN/UCAN point out that this position finds further support elsewhere in the 

PU Code. Section 210 of the Code defines "r,,(('s" as including "r.lics, faies, tolls, 

rcntals, and charges, unless the context indic.lt('S otherwise." (Emphasis added.)} On 

It See Exhibit 25. "No change (rom the erred identified in 0.94·12-026, AppendiX 8, p. 90." 

:!II Sec Exhibit 25. "There are no special allowances for agricultural loads in the cXisting or 
proposed rures. The proposed rules are structured to gcncr.llly treal all appJicclOls in the samc 
molnncr." 
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its face; the allowance for line and service extension costs docs not appear to constitute 

a rafel fare, toll, rental or charge, since those terms connote payments to the utility, and 

allowances represent amounts that would not be paid by the applicant to the utility. 

According to TURN/UCAN, even if one were to assume that line and service 

extensions involve "chargcs," the context within which the tern\ is used in § 368 

certainly indicates that these charges arc not "rates" for purposes of AB 1890. 

TURN/UCAN suggest thatlhc Commission should also look to the distinction 

drawn in § 453(a), a statute that appears in the Public Utilities Code Chapter entitled 

"Rates." There the Legislature used the phrase "rates, charges, service, facilities." 

TURN/UCAN submit that applicant costs associated with line and sentice extensions 

fall more neatly into all of the above except for rates. 

TURN/UCAN argues that moreover, the Commission must interpret "rates" as 

used in § 368 in a manner that is consistent with the overall purpose and intent of 

An 1890. TURN/UCAN believe that extending it to include line and service extension 

costs and allowances would serve as precedent (or the undOing of An 1890. For 

example, in the pr<K('SS of implementing direct access the Commission will face a host 

of new charges that did not exist on June 10, 1996. If the freeze extends beyond rate 

schedules to reach line and service extension costs and charges, TURN/UCAN queries 

how could the Commission avoid rejecting any and all of these direct ac(css charges? 

And how could utilities (otltXt I'I~RC-authorjzed ISO charges, when such charges did 

not exist as of June 10, 1996? 

Finally, TURN/UCAN argue that if the Commission is going to ha\'e the r~'te 

freeze extend to anything that e\'en appears to be a "r.lte" und('f the broadest 

interpretation of that term, it would then be obliged to provide residential and SOlan 

commercial customers a reduction of no less than 10% 0(( of everything. TURN/UCAN 

submilthat this will require the Commission to undertake a rcvicw of any and all 

changes that have occurred since June 10, 1996 that may have resulted in higher costs 

being borne by utility Mtepaycrs, even if it did not change the rates reflected on the 

applicable ratc schedules. One such example has arisen in this prO<:'ccding, as Edison's 

increase of its residential standard allowance (rom apprOXimately $2,000 per line 
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extension to more 'han $3,000 per extension occurred in an advice filing submitted in 

December, 1996.11 

\Ve agree ' .... ith TURN/UCAN that these outcomes demonstrate the illogic of 

extending the rate freeze to line and service extension allowances. We conclude that 

there is no basis (or deciding that AB 1890 prohibits to any degree the adoption or 

implementation of TURN/UCAN's proposals in this proceeding. Accordingly, we 

decline to adopt the rate (reeze arguments of CBIA and Farm Bureau. 

Sec::tlOJi 311 Comments 
The Administrative Law Judge's proposed decision on this matter was filed with 

the Commission's Docket Office and mailed to the parties on November 21, 1997. The 

parties agreed to a shorter comment period (Rule 77.2) and waived the 3D-day 

requirement between issuance of the proposed decision and the Commission's decision 

(§ 311(d». Opening comments were filed on Dtxember 5,1997, by TURN and UCAN, 

PG&E, Joint Utilitics, CBlA, Farm Bureau, and UDI. Reply comments Were filed on 

iJc<'ember 12, 1997 by TURN/UCAN,Joint Utilities, Faml Bureau, and PG&E. \Ve have 

carefully considered the comn\ents and to the extent that the comments require 

discussion or changes to the proposed decision, the discussion or changes have been 

incorpor,1tcd into this order. 

Findings of Fact 
1. TURN/UCAN propose to: (1) revenue justify service rules by including the cost 

of TSM equipment, as costs to the developer, but subject to allowances, (2) use only 

distribution-based re\tenues (or c.1lculaling allowances r,llhe(' than revenucs reflcding 

the full r.mge of utility services in "net revenue" used to set allowances, and (3) 

establish a mechanism to allow relevant Commission decisions from other proceedings 

II Edison's fix('(t residential allowanre was increased lhrough ad\'l<:c letter filing (Advice No. 
1206-E, December 16, 1996). (Ex. 23, p. 15.) 
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to flow through to the calculations of line and service extension allowances without 
additional Commission proceedings. 

2. Adoption of TURN/UCAN's proposals will more completely assign the costs of 
line and service extensions to those entities that are causing the costs to be incurred, 
consistent with Commission policy. 

3. The provision ofTSM equipment at no cost to the applicant is a holdover (rOm 
the general promotional practices adopted in dC<'ades past, a policy that the 
Commission has long since abandoned. 

4. There is sutficie)\t eVidentiary support for the TURN/UCAN propOsal to 
revenue-justify the costs associated with TSM equipment. 

5. There is sulficient evidentiary support (or the proposal to use only distribution-
based reVenues to calculate line and service extension allowan(x's. 

6. A streamlining mechanism as proposed by TURN/UCAN may be adopted by 
the Commission since periodic adjustn\ents to the factors used in calculating allowances 
arc (a) permitted by the utilities' rules; (h) which rules have been approved by the 
Commission in D.94-12-026; and (c) which periodic cha)\ges are approved by § 783-
"Except (or periodic review provisions ... " 

7. A streamlining mechanism is consistent with current Commission approved 
procedures whereby the utilities adjust line extension allowances. For example, the 
utility's rate is a variable in the utility's tariff formula (or calculating allowances, and 

(2) changes in utilities' rates are included within the periodic adjustment provisions of 
their extension rules (or allowances, and (3) the rate is an identifiable variable in the 

numerator of the allowance (ormula as "net revenue", which the rule defines as that 
portion of the total r.\te that supports the utility's extension costs. 

8. Substantial and detailed evidence, including quantification (rom witnesses 
Nahigian, Parker, and Sceto, exists in the record 10 support the TURN/UCAN 

recommendations and § 783 analysis. For example, PG&E witness Parker summarized 
some of the e((<xls: 

• A decrca~ in the applicable allowance, (or example, from $2,000 (0 $1,288 for 
residential extensions. This approximate $800 difference might increase the 
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California median home price to $190.280 (as reported by the California 
Association of Realtor's in its 1998 Economic Forecast) by 0.4%. 

• For residential dcvelopments the only real change is that it may likely take 
dcvelopers a liure longer to get all their refundable advances back. 

• An increase of the initialupfront cash payn\cnt by the applic.lI\tJ but an 
accompanying reductior .. in the revenue requirement paid by ratepayers. 

9. The § 783 analysis drafted by TURN/UCAN contains findings that arc 

supported by the evidentiary record in this proceeding, and should be adopted. 

to. Ratepayers benefit (rom reduced line and service extension allowances during 

the r.He freeze period, in that the associated rate base reductions increase the likelihood 

that the rate (rccze will end prior to December 31, 2001, and will lead to lower post-

(reele rates, eVen if the (reeze runs (or its nlaximum duration. 

11. The Commission in 0.97-08-056 deferred to the findings of this procccdit\g the 

consideration of line extension allowance rules. 

12. In the context of AB 1890, line and service extension al10wances arc not r.llcs, 

terms or conditions (or utility service to end usc customers. Allowances ate payments 

from the utility to developers (or utility infrastructure. They presently include 

subsidies (ron\ r.ltcpayers to applicants. TURN/UCAN's TSM proposal reduces those 

subsidies by better matching the allowance to expected reVenue. 

13. Line or service extension allowances do not serve to collect the subject utility's 

revenue requirement, but rather arc set to determine an allocation of the line and 

service extension costs between the new customer and the existing body of ratepayers. 

Conclusions of law 
l. The TURN/UCAN proposals should be adopted. 

2. Sufficient evidence exists in the record supporting TURN lUCAN's proposals. 

3. TURN/UCAN's analysis and the ovcc;,tI record in the proceeding is su(([cicnt to 

meet the requirements of PU Code § 783. 
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4. The cost of TSM equipment provided by the utility to applicants should be 

included as costs that will be covered by allowances only to the extent that they are 

revenue-justified. 

5. In order to implement the inclusion. o( 1SM equipment in the costs subject to the 

line and service extension allowances, Rules 15 and 16u should be modified consistent 

with this change. 1ne discussion of allowances in Rule 15 should h\clude rather than 

exclude the TS!\'1 equipment as a utility cost subject to the allowanc('. In addition, 

language should be added to Rule 16 to n'take clear that the allowance for the TSM· 
related costs is discussed in Rule 15. 

6. The "net revenuestl used to set aUowartces under the existing rules should be 

limited at this time to distribution revenues, rather than revenues reflecting the Cull 

range of utility services (many of which may no longer be provided directly by the 

utility to its customers). 

7. As a malter of law the utilities arc authorized to periodic.llly revise the 

components in their allowance formula based on changes in those components, 

including rate cha1\ges. 

8. Llne extension allowances should continue to be given. As a matter of policy, 

the definition of net revenues used to sct allowances should be limited to the revenues 

associated with the costs that support the line and service extension. 

9. A nlechanism should be established that would serve to streamline any further 

refinement of the line ilnd service extension allowances by flowing through the outcome 

of relevant Commission decisions without requiring continuation of this procce-ding or 

the initiation of a separ.lle proceeding Cor changing the allowances. 

10. 'fhe Commission's Advke Letter prO(edure is an appropriate vehicle for 

implementing such flow-through changes. \Vhen filing such Advice Letters the utilities 
should scrve copies on the parties that actively participated in this proceeding, 

u For SoCatGJs 'he equivalent rules arc Rules 20 and 21, rcsp('(li\'cly. 
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including TURN, UCAN j eRlA, Farm Bureau, and UDI. This procedure provides 

parties with the opportunity to review the utility's proposed change to the allowance 

and provides the opportunity to protest such filings, if necessary. 

11. AB 1890 docs not pre(lude distribution basing line extension allowances. In 

fact, if allowances arc not distribution based a significant inequity would occur. The 

utility would pay an allowance based on an aggregated rate, but it \\'ould only fe(eiVC 

revenues from the customer based on the lower, disaggregated distribution rate. 

12. The AB 1890 rate freeze docs not apply to allowances (or line or service 

extensions because the associated costs arc clearly not considered rates within the 

context of AS 1890. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The proposals of Utility Reform Network (TURN) and Utility Consumers Action 

Network (UCAN), as dis(llssed ill this decision, are adopted to: (1) re\'enuc-justify 

service rules by including the cost of transformers, services and meter equipment (ISM) 

as costs to the developer, but subject to allowances. (2) lise only distribution-based 

revenues for calculating allowances. rather the revenues reflecting the (ull range of 

utility ser\'kes in "net revenue" used to set allowances, and (3) establish a m<'Chanism 

to allow relevant Comn)ission decisions (rom other prO«'edings to flow through to the 

calculations of line and service extension allowances without additional Commission 

proceedings. 

2. To mitigate al)Y adverse impact on appli('ants, these proposals shall b«ome 

ef(ective on July I, 1998. The utilities shall file fevised t.niff rules to reflect the adopted 

TURN/UCAN recommendations where appropriate. Such tarif( filings shall be made 

at least 30 days prior to July 1, 1998. 

3. An applicant (or a line or service extension shall be treated under the old rules if 

prior to the ef(ective date of the new rules it had (1) completed written applic,ltion for 

service in accordance with the utilities' rules. including those (or application (Of service, 

c.g., in PC&E's (',lSC, Rules 1,3, 15 and 16; and (2) received a building permit or has a 
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plan approved by the appropriate jurisdiction; and (3) if within one year (ronl the 

effective date of the ne\ ... • rules it pays all nlonies due to the utility and is ready for 

service. 

4. For special cases of customers who have signed agreements under the old rules 

but have not procccded, they shall have one year from the effective date of the new 

rules to complete steps 2 and 3. 

5. The Commission adopts the Public Utilities Code § 783 analysis oflered by 

TURN/UCAN as set forth in this decisiOn. 

6. This proceeding remains open to address the remaining issues set forth in 

Decision 96-06-031. 

This order is e(fedivc today. 

Dated .Derember 16, 199i'i at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a concurring opinion. 

/5/ JESSIH J. KNIGIIT, JR. 
Commissioner 
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Commissioner Jessie J. Knight! Jr., Concurring: 

This decision highlights the fact that competition is coming to thc provision of 

distribution services. The Commission "ill eventually have to review its entire line extension 

policy in light of the changing competitiveness in all aspects of the electric utility industry. It 

may be that there is no reason why the local utility distribution companies should be the only 

ones to construct and O\\TI line extensions. With the proper balance of responsibilities and 

opportunities, one could easily see a world where cuslomers may build, O\\n. and maintain their 

o\\n distribution systems. This is particularly possible for industrial and commercial custorners. 

an industrial park is a good example. In my mind. it is appropriate to allow a customer to build 

O\\n and maintain distribution plant that is wholly on the customers properly. 

There is much precedent for this now. Already, we allow the meter which is part of the 

distribution plant, to be provided by someone other than the utility. In high-rise buildings and in 

master meter mobile horne parks. the distribution faciJities are owned and operated by someone 

other than the utility. The Commission should re"isit outdated tariff restrictions that mandate the 

spedfic I~ation ofmcters SO that a customer can install a meter at the property line and be 

responsible for the distribution of the power \\ithin the property, including the distribution of 

power to various tenants. This is analogous to the shared tenant service policies that existed in 

telecommunications. 

Should the Commission open tbis market, it would not result in any duplicative facilities. 

becausc \\'c arc talking about new increl11entalline extensions and I believc service, reliability 

and safety issues can be worked out accordingly. 

Dated Dc-cember 16. 1991 in San Francisco. California. 

lsi Jessie J. Knight. Jr. 
Jessie J. Knight, Jr. 
Commissioner 
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Commissioner Jessie J. Knight, Jr., Concurring: 

This decision hightights the fact that competition is coming to the provision of 

distribution services. The Conuilission \\ill cventually have to review its entire line extension 

policy in light ofthe changing competitiveness in all aspects of the electric utility industry. It 

may be that there is no reason why the local utility distribution companies should be the only 

ones to construct and O\\TI line extensions. With the proper balance ofresponsibilitics and 

opportunities, one could easily see a world where customers may build, own, and maintain their 

0\\11 distribution systems. This is particularly JX'Issible for industrial and commercial customers, 

art industrial park is a good example. In my mind, it is appropriate to allow a customcr to build 

0\\11 and maintain distribution plant that is wh01ly on the customers property. 

There is much precedent for this now. Already, we allow the mcter which is part of the 

distribution planl, to be provided by someone other than the utility. In high-rise buildings and in 

master meter mobile hOIlle parks, the distribution facilities are O\\llCd and operated by somcone 

other than the utility. Thc COnlmission should revisit outdated tariO' re.strictions that mandate the 

specific location oflllcters sO that a customer can install a meter at the propert)' lille and be 

responsible for the distribution of the p<)wer \\ithin the property, including the distribution of 

power to various tenants. This is analogous to the shared tenant ser\'ice poHcie.s that existcd in 

telecommunications. 

Should the Commission open this market, it would not r~sult in any duplicative f.1cilities. 

because we artJ talking about new incren\entalline extensions and I believe service. reliability 

and safety issues can be worked out accordingly. 

Dated December 16, 1991 in San Francisco, Cali fornia. 


